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Classics, the academic discipline, is in crisis – according to the slew of recent editorials and articles on the

subject in the popular press.1 The culprit, depending on what you read, is variously named white

supremacy; colonialism; racists in the field; radicals in the field; old white men; non-old, non-white

non-men; the texts themselves; faulty interpretations of the texts. Two main positions have emerged.

Some classicists call for reading differently; in their view the classical corpus is always in relation to the

present. Their solution, then, is to juxtapose ancient with modern work and to focus on areas other than

fifth-century Athens and first-century Rome. But for other classicists, the problem is inseparable from the

texts: the texts themselves invoke and legitimate misogyny, racism and cultural superiority. Interestingly,

it is this perspective that most strongly asserts the power of the texts, a paradoxically traditional

humanities argument in the age of reader response theory.

Helen Morales’ Antigone Rising: The Subversive Power of the Ancient Myths, a collection of eight essays

on classical mythology and current social issues, particularly gender, closely aligns with the latter

perspective. Morales declares her intention early on: 

My hope is that by tracing patterns and connections between ancient and modern beliefs and

practices it will become easier to understand how misogyny operates and the ways in which

classical antiquity plays a role (although it is not the only player and this is not its only role) in

legitimating how misogyny operates today (p. 14).

Modern oppression of women has historical antecedents enshrined in the classical canon. Morales deftly

dissects the connection between myths that valorize murdering Amazons – the famed female warriors –

and the 2014 Isla Vista massacre targeting a sorority house at UC Santa Barbara, where she teaches

(Chapter One).  She spends Chapter Two contrasting the sex strike of Aristophanes’ bawdy Lysistrata – a

literary work rather than a myth, though Morales treats both categories in the same way – with activist sex

strikes in Liberia, Colombia and Kenya. In both chapters the classical lens becomes insufficient for

responding to current issues. The Santa Barbara dean who asked Morales to use literature to comfort

1 See, for instance, Rachel Poser’s profile of Dan-el Padilla Peralta for The New York Times Magazine; Johanna
Hanink’s editorial in The Chronicle of Higher Education; James Kierstead’s response to Hanink, also in The
Chronicle of Higher Education; Shadi Bartsch’s editorial in The Washington Post; Daisy Dunn’s editorial in the
transatlantic publication UnHerd.
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students after the killings, despite the fact that “the friends of the students who had died could barely

function” (p. 4), is not so different from the newspaper coverage of Liberian activist Leymah Gbowee as

another Lysistrata: both approaches refuse to accept the limits of the classical imaginary, rewriting recent

history to appeal to ancient models.

Still, Morales insists that there do exist many myths from antiquity that can inspire and empower modern

readers. Chapters Five and Six treat rape narratives in Ovid’s Metamorphoses and the motif of the Roman

huntress goddess Diana. Morales doesn’t shy away from the painful elements of these stories. (The sexual

assaults of The Metamorphoses have sparked student calls for trigger warnings.2) To her credit, Morales

manages to treat student responses to Ovid seriously while still arguing for the importance of the work,

which cloaks some of its more empathetic tendencies in ambiguous nuance. Diana, meanwhile, comes to

life in the form of La Diana, la Cazadora de Choferes, the 2013 vigilante of the Mexican town Ciudad

Juárez. This Diana exacted revenge on the patriarchal system by killing bus drivers who had sexually

assaulted women working in the city’s factories.

Another example of an inspirational classical figure is Antigone herself, the heroine who lends her name

to the book. In the preface, Morales invokes the modern archetype of Antigone as “an icon of resistance”

(p. x), comparing her to the climate activist Greta Thunberg (p. xiv). In the final section Morales returns

to Antigone, this time discussing her extremism and lack of fellow feeling with her sister Ismene. The

Sophoclean Antigone is perhaps no less rigid than her tyrannical antagonist Creon. In the play Antigone

dies off-stage, her body never retrieved and her passion for justice silenced. Morales glosses over that it is

Creon who embodies the classical tragic character, undone by his hamartia and tardy anagnorisis; in

some ways he remains the central figure even to a modern audience. Antigone can inspire, Morales

writes, citing Sara Uribe’s book Antígona González, a rewriting of many strains of the myth that identifies

Antigone not with extremist singularity but with compassionate plurality. Antigone becomes the symbol

of solidarity, who “insists on there being an ‘us’ and an ‘us’ with power” (p. 150). Uribe’s rewriting draws

on ideas that were perhaps first elaborated in Euripides’ (lost) version of the play; the ancients also

rewrote myth.

These examples all seem to support Morales’ assertion that the central problem in contemporary

understanding of antiquity “is that misogynist myths are more strongly culturally entrenched in our

societies than myths that subvert them” (p. 148). The question then becomes, what can we do about it?

2 E.g., “Our identities matter in Core classrooms” (2015) from The Columbia Daily Spectator
(https://www.columbiaspectator.com/opinion/2015/04/30/our-identities-matter-core-classrooms/).
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Morales exhorts her audience to rewrite mythology rather than history. She points to “[t]he foundational

role that classical myth has played in constructing gay and lesbian identities” and posits that it can work

in a similar way “for trans, intersex, and gender nonbinary identities and lives” (p. 126). This rewriting

can also happen with respect to race; Beyoncé’s embodiment of classical figures also reimagines myth, or

at the very least our received notions about what Greek and Roman people looked like. Her music video

for APESHIT with Jay-Z, according to Morales, “acts as a kind of restorative mythmaking”: Black bodies

taking up a traditionally exclusive and racist space transform a grim narrative into one of possible

flourishing (p. 111).

One wonders, though, whether there are some myths that can’t be redeemed. In her discussion of La

Diana, Morales recounts a trip to Mexico City. While strolling through the public park Alameda Central,

Morales noticed a fountain statue of two of the Danaïds, the daughters of Danaus who were doomed to

forever pour water into a hole in the Underworld after their father forced them to kill their husbands. Yet a

custodian near the fountain identifies the statue to Morales only as “Las Aguadores,” the water-carriers.

The original patriarchal punishment has vanished from modern memory. Morales uses this anecdote as

grounds to claim that “faded meaning can be a form of resistance” (p. 92). In contradistinction to her

other points this one draws on neither ancient attitudes nor modern theory. It’s worth pointing out,

however, that forgetting is not rewriting but erasing. The society that has forgotten the misogynistic

inspiration of the statue has also forgotten its own history, one in which misogynistic interpretations were

cast in bronze and stone.

It’s a hard time to be a classicist. Those advocating for internal change within the field have to

concomitantly call for continued institutional support amid academic precariousness now further

exacerbated by COVID-19-related austerity measures. Morales does an admirable job tying contemporary

culture to antiquity, implicitly asserting the importance of Classics while acknowledging some of its

problematic afterlives. In a book aimed at a broader audience – Antigone Rising has received glowing

reviews from The Guardian and The Times Literary Supplement3 rather than from academic journals –

Morales has favored discussion of broad patterns over examining specific developments. Indeed, the

joyous range of Morales’ examples is part of what makes Antigone Rising exciting to read; Morales is a

trained academic who’s not afraid to turn her analytical gaze onto pop culture. (She’s also the author of

3

https://www.theguardian.com/books/2020/may/13/antigone-rising-by-helen-morales-review-the-greek-myths-get-su
bversive and https://www.the-tls.co.uk/articles/antigone-rising-helen-morales-review-harry-strawson/
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2014’s Pilgrimage to Dollywood, an investigation of Dolly Parton’s Tennessee.) Yet historical genealogies

and entrenched cultural patterns are deeply related. The rewriting and reclaiming of Greek mythology in

contemporary culture is important, but so too is the study of myths as they morphed in response to

specific historical contexts. Take, for instance, Jean Anouilh’s 1944 Antigone, which presents an Antigone

far more ambivalent than any example Morales mentions.

In her own way Morales echoes the humanist assertion that classical literature is somehow timeless. It

only takes a creative visionary like Beyoncé to reverse millennia of pernicious doctrines, she seems to

suggest. Morales has bought into a central conceit of myth; that myth transcends time itself. The alert

reader can appreciate her supple essays without buying into this concept. Every rewriting of myth is a

historical rewriting. History calls for remembering, not forgetting.
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